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Unity 4.x Game Development by Example Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	A seat-of-your-pants manual for building fun, groovy little games quickly with Unity 4.x


	Overview

	
		Learn the basics of the Unity 3D game engine by building five small, functional game projects
	
		Explore simplification and iteration techniques that will make you more successful as a game...
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The Coder's Path to Wealth and IndependenceApress, 2014

	Developers, programmers, technical architects, and consultants: You are highly skilled and have deep commitment to your craft as well as the motivation to excel. It’s time to step away from the perceived security of a full-time salaried position, or a marginally successful solo business, and step into a world of freedom, independence,...
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Management of Hazardous Energy: Deactivation, De-Energization, Isolation, and LockoutCRC Press, 2012

	Hazardous energy present in systems, machines, and equipment has injured, maimed, and killed many workers. One serious injury can stop the growth of your business in its tracks. Management of Hazardous Energy: Deactivation, De-Energization, Isolation, and Lockout provides the practical tools needed to assess hazardous energy in...
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Volatility Trading, + WebsiteJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Popular guide to options pricing and position sizing for quant traders


	In this second edition of this bestselling book, Sinclair offers a quantitative model for measuring volatility in order to gain an edge in everyday option trading endeavors. With an accessible, straightforward approach, he guides traders through the...
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Macromedia Flash MX Designer's ActionScript ReferenceFriends of Ed, 2003

	If you're serious about Flash design, and if you want to push your ideas to the very limits of possibility in Flash MX, then this book and CD are your indispensable companions.


	This  package combines two vital elements: the most comprehensive and in-depth reference resource for Flash MX ActionScript Rich, and practical...
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Energy Efficient Servers: Blueprints for Data Center OptimizationApress, 2015

	Energy Efficient Servers: Blueprints for Data Center Optimization introduces engineers and IT professionals to the power management technologies and techniques used in energy efficient servers. The book includes a deep examination of different features used in processors, memory, interconnects, I/O devices, and other...
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Building the Infrastructure for Cloud Security: A Solutions View (Expert's Voice in Internet Security)Apress, 2014

	


	For cloud users and providers alike, security is an everyday concern, yet there are very few books covering cloud security as a main subject. This book will help address this information gap from an Information Technology solution and usage-centric view of cloud infrastructure security. The book highlights the...
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The Innovation Handbook: How to Profit from Your Ideas, Intellectual Property and Market KnowledgeKogan Page, 2010

	
		

		Unique features, distinctive capabilities and exclusive know-how are the surest way to stay ahead of the market for any length of time. But the way these points of difference are created and commercialized is changing. The difficulty for most organizations is not in generating ideas, but in pursuing the right one at the...
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Psychoanalysis and NeuroscienceSpringer, 2006

	Recent scientific studies have brought significant advances in the understanding of basic mental functions such as memory, dreams, identification, repression, which constitute the basis of the psychoanalytical theory. This book focuses on the possibility of interactions between psychoanalysis and neuroscience: emotions and the right...
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ZeroMQPackt Publishing, 2013

	For C developers who want a comprehensive introduction to ZeroMQ, this is the perfect tutorial. With a user-friendly approach and practical examples, it covers everything from fundamental message patterns to working with multiple sockets.


	Overview

	
		Learn fundamental message/queue design patterns

...
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Git in PracticeManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		Git in Practice is a collection of 66 tested techniques that will optimize the way you and your team manage your development projects. The book begins with a brief reminder of the core version control concepts you need when using Git and moves on to the high-value features you may not have explored...
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Epidemics and Rumours in Complex Networks (London Mathematical Society Lecture Note Series)Cambridge University Press, 2010

	Information propagation through peer-to-peer systems, online social systems, wireless mobile ad hoc networks and other modern structures can be modelled as an epidemic on a network of contacts. Understanding how epidemic processes interact with network topology allows us to predict ultimate course, understand phase transitions and develop...
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